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In another article, I showed how to write TBrowse code that browsed a range of records in a database table. It implemented a 

FOR scope and a WHILE scope, which the user passed as code blocks. You needed to store these, along with two other code 

blocks, in the TBrowse object's cargo instance variable. Rather than referring to the elements of cargo with something like: 

 
oTbr:cargo[2]  

 

I recommended using preprocessor definitions to define meaningful names:  

 
#translate :for => :cargo/[1/]  
#translate :while => :cargo/[2/]  
#xtranslate :first => :cargo/[3/]  
#xtransalte :last => :cargo/[4/] 
 

That way, you can refer to the TBrowse object's while scope with: 

 
oTbr:while 
 

rather than: 

 
oTbr:cargo[2] 
 

Several readers wrote to me asking what the / character did on the right-hand side of the character. Basically, it's an escape 

character that tells the preprocessor to directly emit the following character. If you didn't use it in this definition, the 

preprocessor converts: 

 
oTbr:while  
 

into:  

 
oTbr:cargo 
 

Why? Because it thinks the [] pair of characters means a repeating result clause and ignores it! 

 

One of the most common questions I get asked in training sessions concerns the following UDCs:  

 

/*** * Commands.ch */ 

 
#command REPEAT => DO WHILE .T.  
#command UNTIL <*expl*> => IF ; EXIT; END; END 
 

You use REPEAT UNTIL to repeat a section of code much like a DO WHILE loop, with a couple of exceptions: 

 
* REPEAT UNTIL always goes through the loop at least once. 

* The condition is checked at the bottom of the loop rather than at the head. 

 

The question concerns the right-hand side of the UNTIL command. Why can't you use ENDIF and ENDDO, as in:  

 
// This doesn't work ...  
#command UNTIL <*expl*> => IF ; EXIT; ENDIF; ENDDO 
 

If you look at what the preprocessor emits from this command, you'll see that it produces: 

 

IF ... EXIT; ENDIF  whereas, you expect an ENDIF and an ENDDO.  
 

What happened to the ENDDO? It's lost because of the way the preprocessor translates ENDIF. Clipper allows you to use a 

trailing comment after an ENDDO and ENDIF, as in: 

 
DO WHILE !lExitRequested  
     nKey := InKey (0)  
     IF nKey == K_ESC // ... ENDIF  
     nKey == K_ESC  
ENDDO !lExitRequested 
 

The preprocessor handles this by defining ENDIF (and ENDDO, for that matter) using the following command: 

 
#command ENDIF <*x*> => endif  
 

It replaces and ENDIF, followed by anything up to the end of the line with a simple endif. If you use: 

 
#command UNTIL <*expl*> => IF ; EXIT; ENDIF; ENDDO 
 

the processor will think, "ENDDO is a trailing comment on the ENDIF," and proceed to throw it away. 
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